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Abstract---VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) is one of the services implemented in wireless local area networks.

However, VoIP that uses wireless technology as a media data stream Video Call service has a high risk of being

tapped by sniffing attacks [2]. To avoid this from happening, you can add a security system to the service, one of

which is to use Zfone security. Adding a security system will affect the work of the Video Call service on the quality

of service. The author uses the General Network Design Process (GNDP) study method. After testing security by

cropping images, Zfone affects the security of video calls on WLAN by turning conversations between client images

black. Although Zfone managed to secure from eavesdropping on video calls, Zfone also had an impact on the

deterioration of the quality of the Video Call service.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To avoid this from happening, you can add a security system to the service, one of which is to use Zfone security.

Adding a security system will affect the work of the Video Call service on the quality of service. The author uses the

General Network Design Process (GNDP) study method. After testing security by cropping images, Zfone affects the

security of video calls on WLAN by turning conversations between client images black. Although Zfone managed to

secure from eavesdropping on video calls, Zfone also had an impact on the deterioration of the quality of the Video Call

service [1]. One of the technologies used today is VoIP. Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a technology that allows

long-distance voice conversations through internet media [2]. In addition to conducting long-distance conversations over

the internet, VoIP has a service that can carry out chat messages and even make video calls.

VoIP can also be implemented on a Local Area Network (LAN) or abbreviated as VoIP LAN. VoIP LAN networks are

usually implemented on cable networks and combined with Public Switch Telephone Network (PSTN) networks. The

development of network technology, the existence of VoIP LAN that uses cable began to move using wireless network

technology, namely wireless [8].

The use of wireless networks as a medium for the flow of data makes VoIP services can be used in several

communication technology tools such as personal computers, laptops, and smartphones [3].
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The use of VoIP technology that is implemented on WLAN networks with video call services contained in the VoIP

facility is an excellent solution in conducting conversations at an affordable cost compared to the VoIP service associated

with PSTN [11].

The use of VoIP technology with video call services is very beneficial for users, but efficient communication and

affordable costs in terms of security are not so considered [9]. Therefore compilation of video call services that are

connected to WLAN is still very vulnerable in terms of security because this network works by spreading a lot of radio

frequency signals, thus allowing parties who take access to enter the network and filter the ongoing communication [10].

This needs to be addressed because it is a very important matter concerning user privacy [5]. Based on this, what can

be done is to add a security system to the WLAN network. By using Zfone software that uses the Zimmermann Real-Time

Transport Protocol (ZRTP) protocol as its executor. The use of Zfone is an alternative method for security by encrypting

the data traffic of a WLAN [6]. Using Zfone software, data packages must go through several security stages before being

sent and arrive at their destination.

II. RESEARCH METHODS

This study uses the General Network Design Process (GNDP) method with 6 stages [12]. as follows:

1. Assess needs and costs

The initial stages of the General Network Design Process (GNDP) there are two main things as follows:

a. This stage explains what is needed by the user by doing this research. The availability elements that must be achieved

in this research are video call service security and Quality of Service WLAN network system.

b. This stage is the stage for the budget required in this research both from hardware (hardware) and software (software).

2. Choosing topology and technology

This stage is the stage for the selection of topology and technology used in this research. In this study using star

topology. The wireless network in this study uses infrastructure mode, presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. VoIP Network Topology

Using WLAN

1. Workload model

This stage is determined by what systems are charged to the network that has been created by researchers. In this

study, two systems are charged, namely, the VoIP system using WLAN and VoIP using WLAN.
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2. Simulate behavior under expected load

This stage simulates a network system that has been determined at the workload model stage. At this stage, the

Quality of Service is also measured against the VoIP system using WLAN.

3. Perform a sensitivity test

At this stage, the security system is implemented on a VoIP system using WLAN testing. The security used in this

system is data encryption, the authors use Zfone software. Zfone uses the ZRTP protocol to encrypt data on the transport

protocol used by the VoIP system using WLAN.

4. Process design as needed

At this stage, it is the result of the analysis carried out in the previous stages. At the stage also redesigned if needed to

get optimal results [4].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Call flow process

PAt this stage, it is explained about the process of a video call from the beginning of the video call until the end of

the video call. Following are the results of testing the call flow process on a VoIP WLAN system without security and a

VoIP WLAN system with Security:

a. VoIP without security

The following are the results of the process flow of the VoIP WLAN system without security presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. illustrates the process of initiating a video call flow

b. VoIP WLAN with security

Following are the results of the call flow process on the WLAN + ZRTP VoIP system presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the process of initiating VoIP video call flow with security

2. Type of transport protocol

Based on the type of transport protocol used by the VoIP WLAN system before and after using a security.

a. VoIP WLAN without security

Following are the results of testing the type of transport protocol for VoIP systems without WLAN security,

presented in Figure 4 and the frame shape that carries the transport protocol is presented in Figure 5.

Figure 4 H.263 protocol on a WLAN VoIP system without security

Figure 5 The frame form of VoIP transport protocol without security
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b. VoIP WLAN with security

The following results of testing the type of transport protocol VoIP WLAN system with security, are presented in

Figure 7 and the frame shape that carries the transport protocol is presented in Figure 8.

Figure 7 Transport protocol on VoIP WLAN

with security.

Figure 8 The form of VoIP transport protocol frames with security.

3. Video tapping results

Tapping is done by stealing data packets which become transport protocols on VoIP systems using WLAN. The

transport protocol carries data that contains sound and image media that are generated from conversations conducted by the

client. To do this wiretapping, the author uses Wireshark and PC router as executor of wiretapping, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 Illustration of the tapping process

a. VoIP WLAN without security

Following are the results of tapping video calls on a WLAN VoIP system without security, presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10 The results of tapping VoIP WLAN images without security

b. VoIP WLAN with SRTP

Following are the results of tapping video calls on a VoIP WLAN system with security, presented in Figure 11.

Figure 11 The results of tapping VoIP WLAN images with security

4. Quality of Service Results

Quality of Service testing is carried out five times, testing is done by making calls to account1 to account2. The

parameters used are delay, jitter and packet loss. The test was carried out on a VoIP WLAN system without security and a

VoIP WLAN system with security.

a. Delay

The following is the delay value in the WLAN VoIP system without security and with security, presented in table

1.

Table 1. Delay VoIP WLAN without security and VoIP WLAN with zfone security

N

o

Testing VoIPWLAN VoIPWLAN

+Zfone

1 T-1 72,59 78,77

2 T-2 74,07 81,48

3 T-3 100,7 83,64

4 T-4 71,73 73,41

5 T-5 25,58 83,29

Average 68,93 80,12
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b. Jitter

The following is the value of jitter on a WLAN VoIP system without security and with security, presented in table

2.

Table 2. Jitter VoIP WLAN without security and VoIP WLAN with zfone security

No Testing VoIPWLAN VoIPWLAN+

Zfone

1 T-1 1,75 2,50

2 T-2 2,43 1,81

3 T-3 2,58 8,07

4 T-4 2,44 5,74

5 T-5 0,99 3,67

Average 2,04 4,36

c. Packet Loss

Following is the value of packet loss in a VoIPWLAN system without security and with security, presented in

table 3.

Table 3. Packet loss of VoIP WLAN without security and VoIP WLAN with zfone security

No Testing VoIPWLAN VoIPWLAN+

Zfone

1 T-1 0 0

2 T-2 0 0

3 T-3 0 0

4 T-4 0 0

5 T-5 0 0

Average 0 0

IV. CONCLUSIONS

1. The Zenfone security system has an effect on using video calls on WLAN. At the time of videotaping, the SRTP

protocol turns the image of conversations between clients black.

2. The results of the quality of service before using the Zfone security system with the parameters of delay, jitter, and

packet loss are as follows:

a. The value of the delay time is 68.93 ms

b. The jitter time value is 2.04ms

c. The packet loss parameter before using Zfone security is 0%

3. The results of the quality of service after using the Zfone security system with the parameters of delay, jitter, and

packet loss are as follows:

a. The value of the delay time is 80.12 m s

b. The jitter time value is 4.36ms.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

So that security is much stronger, the results of this research can be done in combination with other video encryption

methods.
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